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[1] Application of the discrete element method (DEM) to model avalanches of granular

materials requires determining the correct geometric and rheological parameters for
and between the particles as well as for the basal surface. The use of spherical (circular in
2-D) particles enhances particle rolling, yielding excessive runout values. The solution
usually adopted to correct this effect is to introduce a drag force which artificially slows
down the particle velocities. The aim of this study is to test the capability of the DEM
to simulate well-controlled unsteady channelized granular flows, considering the
measured properties of the particles and of the basal surface which naturally contribute to
dissipate energy. We first performed a parametrical analysis on a simple 2-D model in
order to estimate the influence of particle shape, friction parameters, and restitution
coefficients on the dynamics of the flow and on the deposit geometry. We then simulated
three channelized laboratory experiments performed with two materials and two bed
linings. Using the geometrical layout and the values of the mechanical parameters
provided by the authors, we obtained a remarkable agreement between the observed and
2-D simulated deposit shapes for the three experiments. Also, the computed mass
evolution with time was very consistent with the experimental snapshots in all cases.
These results highlight the capability of the DEM technique for modeling avalanche of
granular material when the particle shape as well as the friction and restitution coefficients
are properly considered.
Citation: Banton, J., P. Villard, D. Jongmans, and C. Scavia (2009), Two-dimensional discrete element models of debris avalanches:
Parameterization and the reproducibility of experimental results, J. Geophys. Res., 114, F04013, doi:10.1029/2008JF001161.

1. Introduction
[2] Granular flows on inclined planes are common phenomena in earth sciences, involving snow avalanches, rock
avalanches, debris flows and pyroclastic flows. Among
these, rock avalanches are potentially catastrophic events
which are initiated on steep slopes and can travel surprisingly long distances [Hsu, 1975; Legros, 2002; Hungr and
Evans, 2004], posing a crucial problem for the safety of
settlements. The long runouts relative to drop heights for
rock avalanches were first noted in the pioneering work of
Heim [1932] and have been intensively studied since then
by Hsu [1975], Corominas [1996], Davies et al. [1999],
Legros [2002], and Hungr and Evans [2004]. However,
none of the numerous mechanisms put forward to explain
the high mobility of rock avalanches (for a review, see
Davies et al. [1999], Erismann and Abele [2001], Legros
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[2002], and Friedmann et al. [2006]) is universally accepted
and the problem of the extraordinary mobility of rock
avalanches is still unresolved and controversial.
[3] Field data during rock avalanches are rare and information gathered after the events is limited due to the
difficulty of conducting field analyses. In addition, rock
avalanches can be extremely complex in terms of geometry
and grain size distribution [Crosta et al., 2007], making
difficult a validation of models. In view of these difficulties,
laboratory experiments have been widely used to gain
insight into the mechanics of rock avalanches [see, e.g.,
Hungr and Morgenstern, 1984; Hutter et al., 1995; Davies
and McSaveney, 1999; Davies et al., 1999; Denlinger and
Iverson, 2001; Goujon et al., 2003; Iverson et al., 2004;
Friedmann et al., 2006; Manzella and Labiouse, 2008;
Goujon et al., 2007]. Laboratory experiments permit control
of the rheological and geometrical properties, as well as the
computation of velocities and particle densities using fast
cameras and image processing techniques [Lajeunesse et
al., 2005; Friedmann et al., 2006; Valentino et al., 2008].
Many laboratory experiments have shown morphologies
similar to natural deposits, including longitudinal and transverse ridges, frontal and lateral levees, and vertical segregation [Friedmann et al., 2006]. Nevertheless, long runout
values have not yet been obtained in the laboratory, either
because some important conditions cannot be attained in
experiments or because one or several additional physical
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phenomena are necessary to explain the high mobility
values [Friedmann et al., 2006].
[4] Numerical simulations have also been widely used to
study long-runout rock avalanches and testing the proposed
models. Two main families of methods can be distinguished:
continuum mechanics methods and granular methods. Since
the pioneering work of Voellmy [1955], continuum hydrodynamic models based on the depth-averaged (Saint Venant)
equations have been continuously developed to reproduce
features of both experimental and real size unsteady granular
flows [e.g., Savage and Hutter, 1989; Hungr, 1995;
Denlinger and Iverson, 2001; Davies and McSaveney,
2002; Pouliquen and Forterre, 2002; Mangeney-Castelnau
et al., 2003; Denlinger and Iverson, 2004; McDougall and
Hungr, 2004, 2005; Pirulli et al., 2007]. All these methods
however require a suitable choice of input parameters and
their proper calibration at the relevant scale, which is a
difficult and nonunique problem when only geometrical
data on the avalanche deposit are available [Crosta et al.,
2003].
[5] In recent years, another modeling approach, the
discrete element method (DEM), initially introduced by
Cundall [1971], has emerged in earth sciences, particularly
for simulating avalanches of granular materials. DEM is
based on the idea that the interaction of a large number of
small entities, the behavior of which is well known, allows
larger-scale aggregate system behavior to be studied and
understood [Richards et al., 2004]. Different discrete element methods have been developed, which can again be
split into two main families: smooth methods [Cundall and
Strack, 1979; Cundall, 1987] which allow overlapping
between particles in contact (the molecular dynamics
approach) and nonsmooth methods [Moreau, 1988, 1993;
Radjai et al., 1998; Jean, 1999] considering rigid interaction between particles (the contact dynamics approach).
DEM offers a means of simulating granular avalanches
through the motion and multiple collisions of thousands
(or more) of deformable, frictional and rotating particles
interacting together. It has been increasingly applied to
model granular flows using both the contact dynamics
algorithm [Staron and Hinch, 2007; Staron, 2008] and, more
frequently, the smooth particle molecular dynamics algorithm [e.g., Campbell et al., 1995; Crosta et al., 2001;
Morgan and McGovern, 2003; Cleary and Prakash, 2004;
Morgan and McGovern, 2005; Linares-Guerrero et al.,
2007; Valentino et al., 2008]. Campbell et al. [1995]
simulated large-scale landslides with a simplified ground
contour and a number of 2-D circular discs ranging from
5000 to 1 million. They used a coefficient of restitution of
0.1 for a collision between two particles, implying that 99%
of the energy is dissipated during such a binary collision.
They emulated many of the features of field observations,
including the preservation of stratum order and the volumetric effect of runout. Morgan and McGovern [2003]
showed 2-D DEM model results of volcanic spreading,
which compare favorably to morphologic features noted
on Olympus Mons (Mars). In their simulations, they used
circular particles which enhanced rolling. In order to attain
realistic shear strengths, particle rotations are restricted and
energy is dissipated at the contacts by viscous or force
damping. Cleary and Prakash [2004] simulated the collapse
of a mountain peak in Northern California and predicted the
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propagation of the 2.5  106 m3 rock mass over real 3-D
topography, using 166,000 particles with size in the range
2– 10 m. Recently, Linares-Guerrero et al. [2007] simulated
2-D avalanches of two size particles (with a diameter ratio
from 2 to 8.33) and showed that the runout increases with the
area fraction of smaller particles. If the DEM potential for
modeling rock avalanches has been demonstrated, the validation of DEM predictions on real cases remains a major
problem, due to the scarcity of measurements and data
during rock avalanches [Cleary and Prakash, 2004]. Of
particular concern are the particle-scale input parameters
required to generate correct behavior at the rock avalanche
scale. Laboratory experiments could provide well-controlled
data which can be used for DEM validation. Calvetti et al.
[2000] and Crosta et al. [2001] used 2-D DEM models to
simulate one of the laboratory experiments performed by
Hutter et al. [1995] with disc-like shaped plastic particles.
Using the input parameters provided by the authors and 1256
circular particles, they satisfactory reproduced the experimental results. They however had to introduce an artificial
force damping of 0.03 in order to fix the correct position and
shape of the deposit, presumably in part because the use of
circular particles enhances particle rolling and yields excess
runout values. The force damping employed therefore acts
like a drag force which artificially slows down the particle
velocities but then leads to unrealistic runout times.
[6] The aim of this paper is to test the capability of the
DEM to simulate well-controlled unsteady channelized
granular flows, by only considering the particle and basal
surface properties measured in the laboratory (particle
shape, friction and restitution coefficients) and which are
likely to dissipate energy naturally. We first performed a
sensitivity analysis on a simple 2-D model in order to
estimate the influence of these properties on the dynamics
of the flow and on the deposit geometry. We then simulated
three laboratory experiments carried out by Savage and
Hutter [1991] and Hutter al. [1995] on the motion on
several cohesionless granular materials released from rest
down a rough incline with a high slope. For such granular
flows well channelized between two smooth walls, fast
camera images taken from above showed small sidewall
effects and no cross-flow motions [Lajeunesse et al., 2005;
Valentino et al., 2008]. Two-dimensional modeling of the
flows can then be applied. The three physical experiments
used two materials (nearly spherical glass beads and lenslike-shaped plastic particles) with different volumes and bed
linings (drawing paper and sandpaper). Using the geometrical data and the values of the mechanical parameters
provided by the authors, a remarkable agreement was
reached between the observed and simulated deposit shapes
for the three experiments without introducing numerical
damping. The computed granular mass propagation is also
very consistent with the experimental snapshots in all cases.

2. Discrete Element Method
[7] In the molecular dynamics approach (smooth method),
DEM assumes a set of particles interacting with each other
through deformable contact points. Interaction laws, locally
defined, make it possible to restore a global macroscopic
behavior of the particle assembly. The discrete element
model used for this study is the two dimensional software
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where Unij is the overlap between the two particles. The
tangential contact force Fs is linked to the tangential
incremental relative displacement Utij between particles i
and j by the equation

Figure 1. (right) Contact parameters Ks, Kn, and 8m
between two colliding particles i and j. Unij is the particle
overlap. (left) Contact parameters between substratum and
the colliding particle i. Utis is the relative tangential
displacement between the particle and the substratum.
PFC2D [Itasca Consulting Group, 1996]. The granular
material is modeled using a collection of elementary discs
which may be assembled together to generate clusters. The
particle or cluster set up is generated randomly at fixed
porosity in a polygonal area using the Radius Expansion
with Decrease of Friction process (REDF) [Deluzarche et
al., 2003; Chareyre and Villard, 2005]. In this method, the
particle diameters are progressively increased and the contact friction coefficient is reduced in order to obtain the
desired porosity and to maintain a low value for the isotropic
pressure acting at boundaries. The displacement boundary
conditions were imposed using rigid frictional walls. The
elastic behavior of the assembly of two particles i and j
depends on two local contact parameters: the normal stiffness Kn and the shear stiffness Ks (Figure 1) which are
defined by


Kn ¼ kni  knj = kni þ knj


Ks ¼ ksi  ksj = ksi þ ksj

ð1Þ
ð2Þ

where kni, knj, ksi, and ksj are the normal and shear stiffness
values for particles i and j, respectively. The REDF process,
applied to discs or clumps, ensures the isotropy of the
orientation and intensity of contact forces [Salot et al.,
2009]. Because of the low considered porosity value,
applying gravity does not change the microstructure of the
assembly of particles. Isotropy of contacts was kept but not
the one of contact forces, owing to the application of
vertical gravity forces. Two contact failure criteria were
defined [Itasca Consulting Group, 1996]: one under tension
relying on the tensile strength limit Rt, and a derived
Coulomb friction law as the shear criterion [Cundall and
Strack, 1979]. This last criterion requires two parameters:
the shear strength Rs (independent of the normal force) and
the microscopic friction angle 8m.


8m ¼ min 8mi ; 8mj

ð3Þ

where 8mi and 8mj are the local microscopic friction angles
for each particle. The normal contact force Fn between two
particles i and j (Figure 1) is expressed by
Fn ¼ Kn Unij

ð4Þ


dðFs Þ=d Utij ¼ Ks

ð5Þ

with Fs  max½Rs ; Fn tanð8m Þ

ð6Þ

The interactions between one particle and the substratum are
ruled by the same equations as those defined between two
particles, replacing the stiffness values for one particle (kni
and ksi) by those for the substratum (kns and kss), and 8mi by
the substratum microscopic friction angle d.
[8] Numerical resolution of the equations of motion is
based on the discretization of time into intervals Dt. As all
the forces applied to particles are known, displacements and
rotations can be integrated on Dt following an explicit,
finite difference formulation of the traditional laws of
dynamic motion [Allen and Tildesley, 1987]. Contact forces
are then recalculated for the following time step. In order to
limit the dynamic effects and to insure the convergence of
the numerical process Cundall [1987] introduces an artificial force damping, modifying the law of dynamic motion
as follows:
Fk  cjFk jsignðVk Þ ¼ m g k

ð7Þ

where c is the force damping coefficient, m is the mass and
Vk and g k are the component k of velocity and of
acceleration for one particle, respectively. Note that sign
(Vk) = 1 if Vk > 0, sign (Vk) = 1 if Vk < 0 and sign (Vk) = 0
if Vk = 0. However, this use of a force damping for dynamic
applications induces an artificial energy dissipation, causing
a nonphysical slowing down of the particles and unrealistic
long runout times. As an alternative, local contact laws have
been proposed that dissipate energy during the impact
between two bodies [Walton and Braun, 1986; Schäfer et
al., 1996; Oger et al., 1998], introducing viscosity (function
of the impact velocity) or restitution coefficients (integrating
plasticity, crushing or breaking at contact point). The main
difficulties with these local contact laws lie in the definition
and determination of relevant parameters. In this study,
incremental equations (8) and (9) were used instead of
equation (4) to introduce the rebound coefficient CR in the
normal contact laws between two particles (called CRd) or
between a substratum and a particle (called CRs):
dFn ¼ kn dUnij if dUnij > 0

ð8Þ

Fn ¼ CR kn Unij if dUnij < 0

ð9Þ

where dUnij is the incremental normal overlapping
displacement. It is positive when the particles move closer
(contraction) and negative when particles move away
(expansion). For each time step and at each contact
point, external forces are added to correct normal contact
forces, satisfying equations (8) and (9). This introduction
induces a greater computation time but does not require to
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Figure 2. Reference geometry and variables used in the
model. Li, Ti, b, and Gi are basal length, thickness, basal
angle, and center of mass in its initial position. Lf, Tf, and Gf
are basal length, maximum thickness, and center of mass of
the deposit after motion. H, fall height; L, length between
the rear of the initial mass and the front of the deposit; a,
slope angle of the inclined plane; Rc, curvature radius of the
circular section; F, Fahrböschung (see text for definition);
G, travel angle.
modify the global scheme of resolution implemented in the
PFC2D code.
[9] For a particle bouncing off the substratum, CR is
defined as the kinetic energy ratio before and after the
impact:
CR ¼ Vf =Vi

2

ð10Þ

where Vi and Vf are the approaching and the rebound
particle velocities normal to the surface. CR can also be
expressed as the ratio of the bounce and drop heights
(normal impact) and can be determined from simple
rebound experiments. In situ experiments [Pfeiffer and
Bowen, 1989; Evans and Hungr, 1993]
showed that the
p
restitution coefficient values (Re = CR) are between 0.9
and 0.3 for a substratum made of hard rock and soil,
respectively. In the model used, energy dissipation in the
tangential direction is obtained by friction when the
maximal tangential force (equation (6)) is obtained during
the overlapping. The parameters governing this dissipative
phenomenon are the normal stiffness Kn, the shear stiffness
Ks and the microscopic friction angle 8m.

3. Parametric Study of 2-D Granular Flows

s of the particle distribution around the center of mass.
The runout L is the maximum horizontal distance between
the left corner of the trapezoidal mass and the distal end of
the deposit. The angle F given by tan (F) = H/L was called
Fahrböschung by Heim [1932] and characterizes the mobility of the avalanche. Another parameter of interest is the
travel angle G defined by the line joining the centers of
mass of the initial trapezoid mass (Gi) and of the final
deposit (Gf). When considered particles are circular, they
can individually roll in front of the deposit if they are
ejected from the front of the mass. The front position (Xfront)
of the deposit is defined as the distance over which the
spacing between two successive particles is greater than
40 times the average particle diameter, which in most cases
corresponds to the distance below which 99% of the particles
are located. The same spacing criterion (with a threshold of
7.5 the particle diameter) is applied for defining the rear
position (Xrear) of the deposit.
[11] Numerical simulations of unsteady granular flows
were performed to determine the significant parameters
controlling the avalanche and deposit characteristics, focusing on the mechanisms dissipating energy. The geometrical
layout and the stiffness parameters are kept constant for all
models (see Table 1). The initial porosity in the trapezoidal
box is fixed to 18% and the granular material is considered
as noncohesive (Rt = Rs = 0). Parameters varying in the
simulations are the particle shape, the interparticle and
substratum friction angles (8m and d) as well as the rebound
coefficients CRd (between particles) and CRs (between
particles and substratum). More than 50 numerical simulations were performed, and Table 2 shows the parameter
values for the 15 selected models whose results are presented in this paper. Also given in Table 2 are the geometrical characteristics of the final deposit as well as parameters
characterizing the flow of the Nd particles present in a 20 m
wide box at a time ts of about 15 s after the release: the
mean particle velocity Vm and the coordination number z,
defined by the ratio between the number of contacts and the
number of particles. This last parameter is mainly controlled
by the flow density.
3.2. Particle Shape Influence
[12] Three types of particle were used (labeled A to C in
Figure 3). Particles of type A are simple circular discs of
Table 1. Geometrical and Rheological Parameters Common to All
Modelsa
Parameter

3.1. Geometrical Layout and Parameters
[10] The reference frame for the DEM simulations
(Figure 2) is an inclined plane with a large inclination
a = 45°, linked to a horizontal plane by a circular section
with a curvature radius Rc. The granular mass is placed at
the top of the inclined plane at height H in an isosceles
trapezoidal box with a basal length Li, a thickness Ti and a
basal angle b. Gravity is first applied and, after stabilization
of the granular mass under its own weight, the walls of the
trapezoid box are deleted. The granular mass flows until
stabilization of the particles. The deposit is characterized by
its maximum thickness Tf and its length Lf, which is the
distance between the front position (Xfront) and the rear
position (Xrear) of the deposit, and by the standard deviation
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Value
Particle

kni [N/m]
ksi [N/m]
ri [kg/m3]

1.5  108
1.5  108
3283

Substratum
1.5  108
1.5  108

kns [N/m]
kss [N/m]
Trapezoidal Box
b [°]
Li [m]
Ti [m]

30
86.7
17.3
Inclined Plane

a [°]
Rc [m]
H [m]
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a

See text for details.

45
45
364.6
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Table 2. Model, Flowing, and Deposit Geometrical Parameters for the 16 Selected Modelsa
Model Parameters

Flow Parameters

Deposit Parameters

Model

Type

8m (deg)

d (deg)

CRd

CRs

ts (s)

z

Nd

Vm

L (m)

F (deg)

G (deg)

s (m)

Lf (m)

Tf (m)

1b
2b
3b
4
5
6b
7
8
8b
9b
10
11b
12b
13b
14b
15b

A
B
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

25
25
25
26
27
28
29
30
32.5
35
30
35
35
25
25
25

25
25
25
26
27
28
29
30
32.5
35
25
25
30
25
25
25

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.2
1
0.2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.2
0.2

15.13
15.02
15.25
14.00
14.08
14.13
14.23
14.24
14.30
14.31
13.96
13.98
14.25
14.91
15.93
18.85

0.2
0.2
2.4
1.4
0.7
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
2.0
1.8
0.1
2.6
0.2
0.7

47
150
168
222
190
217
191
211
186
151
248
287
196
178
142
102

46.8
46.3
47.5
45.9
44.6
43.7
43.9
43.0
42.9
43.4
47.5
47.2
42.7
47.2
38.8
33.3

1195.8
1122.9
842.4
876.0
936.3
935.4
876.9
946.2
987.6
870.3
789.6
913.8
1029.0
713.7
790.8
538.5

17.0
18.0
23.5
22.7
21.3
21.4
22.7
21.1
20.3
22.8
24.9
21.8
19.6
27.2
24.8
34.3

25.7
29.2
31.9
33.0
33.5
33.4
33.9
33.9
34.4
34.8
31.9
32.0
33.9
31.9
38.0
42.6

139.2
115.1
58.9
62.0
77.0
88.7
88.4
93.6
96.6
92.9
56.2
64.2
98.7
58.9
73.1
29.8

721.5
664.8
362.4
423.0
494.7
527.1
467.1
541.5
607.5
488.4
320.4
443.7
638.4
253.2
424.8
185.4

3.4
4.9
8.3
9.6
9.6
7.2
6.3
6.6
6.2
6.6
7.9
7.8
6.1
7.2
8.0
17.9

a
8m, interparticle friction angle; d, substratum friction angle; CRd, coefficient of rebound between two particles; CRs, coefficient of rebound between one
particle and the substratum; ts, time at which the flowing parameters have been determined; z, coordination number (average number of contacts by
particle); Nd, number of discs included in the 20 m wide box used to analyze the disc velocity vectors at 1/3 of the initial elevation; Vm, mean velocity of the
Nd particles; L, horizontal distance between the upper part of the initial mass and the distal part of the deposit; Lf, final length of the deposit; Tf, maximum
thickness of the deposit; F, Fahrböschung; G, Travel angle; s, standard deviation of the particle distribution in the deposit.
b
The models for which results are shown.

radius R = 0.3 m. Shape B particles are clumps of two
overlapping discs of radius R, the centers of which are
spaced apart by a distance d = 0.36 m. Shape C particles are
clusters of two discs of radius R1 = 0.3 m and R2 = 0.225 m
jointed together by rigid contact laws. A minimum slight
size dispersity of 10% is necessary to avoid crystallization
and we took 30%. A-type particles are perfect discs and can
roll without dissipating energy. B-type particles are symmetrical and still have a rather regular shape which allows
rolling, while C-type particles are asymmetrical and exhibit
hollows which favor tangling. Particles are characterized by
their shape factor Sf, defined as the ratio of the length and
width of the smallest rectangle surrounding a particle. Sf
equals 1 for A-type particles, 1.6 for B-type particles, and
1.75 for C-type particles. The numbers of particles Nc
filling the trapezoidal box with a porosity of 18% are
2762, 1361, and 1735 for types A, B, and C, respectively.
Preliminary tests have shown that the means of infilling the
box has little influence on the granular mass propagation,
making results reproducible for the given parameters.
[13] Figure 4 shows three snapshots of the particle
avalanche at different times for the three particle types, as
well as enlargement of a 20 m wide box showing the
particle velocity vectors and the instantaneous velocity
profile after a propagation time of about 15 s. The box is
located at one third of the fall height H for all simulations.
Comparison between the three graphs of Figure 4 and
examination of Table 2 shows the predominant influence
of the particle shape on the deposit geometry and location.

As expected, the greatest runout distance L and the lowest
travel angles F and G (Table 2) are reached for circular
particles. The travel angle G dramatically increases with the
shape factor Sf, from 25.7° to 31.9°, yielding thicker and
less dispersed deposits (low s values) for particles B and C.
During the avalanche, the mean velocity Vm computed in
the box at the third of the fall height after a propagation time
of about 15 s remains almost constant (about 47 m/s) for the
three particle types. However, the particle velocity profiles
and vectors (Figure 4) clearly show an influence of the
particle shape on the flow which becomes denser and
thinner with an increase of the shape factor. For particles
A and B, velocity vectors exhibit various orientations and
particles move relatively freely in a 15 m thick flow, with a
small number of between-grain contacts (low coordination
number z = 0.2) and with velocities from 25 m/s to 60 m/s,
increasing from the interface to the flow top. On the
contrary, the mass of C-type particles flows parallel to the
substratum as a dense 3 m thick layer sliding with a near
constant velocity. This behavior results from the shape of
the particles which are entangled (high coordination number
z = 2.4) and move together. The energy dissipated by
frictional sliding at all contacts is given as a function of
the release time in Figure 5 for the three particle types
(models 1 to 3 for particles A to C, respectively). Frictional
work rates grow similarly during the first 10 s of the flow, in
relation with the increase of the mean particle velocity. At
about t = 10 s, the fastest particles A and B reach the
horizontal plane and are thrown up, resulting in a dramatic

Figure 3. Geometry of the particles. (a) Type A, circular disc with a radius R. (b) Type B, clump of two
overlapping particles (d/R = 1.2). (c) Type C, cluster of two jointed particles (R2/R1 = 0.75).
5 of 15
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Figure 4. Snapshots of the granular flows for the three particle types shown in Figure 3. (a) Type A
(circular discs), (b) type B (clumps), (c) type C (clusters). Here 8m = d = 25°. CRd = CRs = 1. An
enlargement of the particle velocity vectors is shown around 15 s over a 20 m wide box located at 1/3 of
the fall height as well as the corresponding velocity profile.
6 of 15
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Figure 5. Frictional work rate versus release time for
models 1, 2, and 3 (see Table 2 for details).
increase of the frictional work rate. This effect is delayed to
12 s after the release for particles C whose maximum
velocity is less. After reaching a maximum, the three curves
show a regular decrease, with a slope which steepens from
particles A to C. This quick decrease of the frictional work
rate for particles C arises because their rough shape prevents
them from rolling and favors particle packing and compact
deposits. On the contrary, A-type particles which tend to roll
and dissipate energy slowly, resulting in a widely dispersed
deposit.
3.3. Sensitivity to Friction Parameters
[14] This part of the study focuses on the joint influences
of basal friction d and particle friction 8m on the mass
avalanche, with the two parameters having the same value.

F04013

In addition to model 3, six simulations (models 4 to 9) were
performed with d and 8m values ranging between 25° and
35° for C-type particles and for no energy dissipation during
the shocks (CRd = CRs = 1). Snapshots and velocity vectors
are shown for model 6 (d = 8m = 28°) and model 9 (d = 8m =
35°) in Figures 6a and 6b, respectively. These can be
compared to those of Figure 4c (model 3; d = 8m = 25°).
A joint increase of the friction parameters (from 25° to 35°)
results in a larger dispersion of the velocity values (from
10 m/s to more than 60 m/s for d = 8m = 35°), a decrease
of the flow density (and of the coordination number) and
an increase of the flow thickness (from 3 m to more than
15 m, respectively). Higher friction angles slow down the
particles at the interface, generating an increasing velocity
gradient associated with a larger variation of velocity
vector orientations. Movies of the numerical simulations
(not shown here) attest to the rotation of the asymmetrical
particles at the vicinity of the interface, which plays a
major role in the generation of flow turbulence. The plots
of two flow parameters, the coordination number z and the
mean particle velocity Vm, as a function of the friction
angle d = 8m (Figure 7a) show a continual decrease with
the friction angle until a stable value (z = 0.2; Vm = 43 m/s) is
reached at about d = 8m = 29°. Beyond this threshold value,
the flow regime appears to be little influenced by the friction
parameters given the other conditions in the numerical
modeling. Considering the deposit characteristics, friction
angles have little influence on the position of the center of
mass of the deposit, as shown by the slight increase in travel
angle values plotted in Figure 7b. On the contrary, the
Fahrböschung F regularly decreases with increasing friction
angles, as a result of the spreading of the particles shown by
the increase of the standard deviation s from 59 m to more

Figure 6. Snapshots of C-type particle flows for four friction parameter sets. Here (a) 8m = d = 28°,
(b) 8m = d = 35°, (c) 8m = 35°; d = 25°, and (d) 8m = 35°; d = 30°. CRd = CRs = 1 for all
experiments. An enlargement of the particle velocity vectors is shown around 15 s over a 20 m wide
box located at 1/3 of the fall height as well as the corresponding velocity profile.
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Figure 7. (a) Flow parameters (coordination number z and Vm) as a function of the friction angles 8m = d.
(b) Deposit parameters (propagation angles G, F, and s) as a function of friction angles 8m = d.
than 90 m (Figure 7b) and of the deposit length (Table 2).
This friction influence on the spreading is particularly
significant below the threshold value of 29°. Evolution of
F and s can be explained by the dispersion of the particle
velocity values, which increases the distance between proximal and distal particles in the deposit, while the slight
increase of the travel angle G results from the decrease of
the mean particle velocity Vm with the friction angle.
[15] In three additional model runs (10 to 12) friction
between particles 8m has been set higher than the basal
friction d (Table 2). Results for models 11 and 12 are shown
in Figures 6c and 6d, respectively. For models 10 and 11
(d = 25° and 8m = 30° and 35°, respectively), numerical
results are similar or close to the ones obtained for model
3 (d = 8m = 25°; compare Figures 4c and 6c, and flow and
deposit parameter values in Table 2) whatever the interparticle friction value. Increasing the basal friction d to 30°
for 8m = 35° (model 12) leads to particle velocity profiles
(Figure 6d) which are intermediate between those of models
6 (d = 8m = 28°, Figure 6a) and 9 (d = 8m = 35°, Figure 6b).
Flow and deposit parameters are similar to those obtained for
model 8 (d = 8m = 30°, see Table 2). All these results
highlight the prominent role of the basal friction d and the
limited influence of interparticle friction on the flow regime
and on deposit geometry, for the numerical experiments
undertaken here.
3.4. Sensitivity to Rebound Coefficients
[16] We finally studied the influence of the two rebound
coefficients CRd and CRs controlling the energy dissipated
during impacts between two particles and between the
substratum and a particle, respectively. The snapshots and
the velocity fields during the C-type particle flows for three
sets of rebound coefficient values are provided in Figure 8.
In the first case we only allowed energy dissipation during
impacts between particles (model 13; CRd = 0.2; CRs = 1).
Flow and deposit characteristics (Figure 8a and Table 2) are
very similar to those observed for model 3 (Figure 4c,
highlighting the limited influence of the rebound coefficient
between particles in this case. The granular mass flows
uniformly as a dense and thin layer of packed particles, and
dissipates little energy through particle shocks. In model 14,
energy is dissipated during impacts of particles with the
substratum (CRs = 0.2) while CRd equals to 1. The influence
of a decrease of CRs on both the flow and the deposit shape
is very significant (Figure 8b and Table 2). During propa-

gation, particles are strongly slowed at the substratum
surface, causing particle rotations which disturb the flow
and increase its thickness (beyond 15 m) and porosity
(z = 0.2), and generating a strong velocity gradient (from a
few m/s to 60 m/s) associated with a lower mean velocity
(Vm = 38.8 m/s). Compared to model 13 (CRd = 0.2;
CRs = 1), these velocity characteristics result in a decrease of
the propagation distance of the center of mass, as shown by
the increase of the travel angle G (38°), and a greater
dispersion of the particles as attested by the increase of the
runout distance, of the deposit length and of the standard
deviation values. In model 15, the two energy dissipation
mechanisms during shocks are considered (CRd = 0.2;
CRs = 0.2). Contrary to model 14, the rebound coefficient
between particles CRd here contributes to slowing the
particles (Vm = 33.3 m/s) and to making the flow denser
(z = 0.7; compare Figures 8b and 8c). The effect of CRd is
made possible due to the velocity gradient in the flow and
the resulting energetic impacts between particles, which do
not exist when CRs = 1 (models 3 and 13). The combined
loss of energy (between particles and at the substratum
surface) strongly affects the deposit location, length and
shape, resulting in a short runout distance (L = 538.5 m),
high propagation angles (G = 42.6°; F = 34.3°) and a
compact (Lf = 185.4 m; s = 29.8 m) and thick deposit
(Tf = 17.9 m) spread over the slope break (Figure 8c).
Other simulations (not shown) were performed with intermediate values (CRd = CRs = 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8) and lead to
the same conclusions.
3.5. Results
[17] This 2-D parametric study simulating the release of
C-type particles on a steep slope (45°) has identified the
prominent role of three parameters on the particle flow and
deposit characteristics: the particle shape, the basal friction
angle d and the rebound coefficient of the substratum CRs.
Compared to the unrealistic case of disc-shaped particles
(type A), flatter and asymmetrical particles (types B and C)
yield denser flows, a lower mobility and produce less
spread-out deposits. The introduction of energy dissipation
mechanisms at the substrate surface (high basal friction
angle and low rebound coefficient) slows down the particles
at the bottom of the flow, and increases the velocity gradient
and turbulence within the flow. This effect is particularly
marked with flat and asymmetrical particles (type C). The
control of CRs on the runout distance and on the deposit
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Figure 8. Snapshots of C-type particle flows for three rebound coefficient sets. (a) CRd = 0.2 and
CRs = 1. (b) CRd = 1 and CRs = 0.2. (c) CRd = CRs = 0.2. Here 8m = 25° and d = 25°. An enlargement of
the particle velocity vectors is shown around 15 s over a 20 m wide box located at 1/3 of the fall height as
well as the corresponding velocity profile.
characteristics appears to be stronger than that of the friction
angle d. The rebound coefficient between particles only has
an influence on the flow and the deposit characteristics
when the velocity gradient within the flow is high enough,

allowing significant energy dissipation during impacts.
Other numerical simulations performed with B-type particles (not shown) led to the same conclusions on the main
parameters controlling the particle avalanche along a steep
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Table 3. Characteristics of the Three Simulated Experiments From Hutter and Koch [1991] and Hutter et al. [1995]a
Experiment

Material

Weight
(g)

Number of
Particles

Inclination of
Chute (deg)

Bed Lining

Bed Friction
Angle d (deg)

Angle of Repose
8 (deg)

87
97
117

Vestolen
Vestolen
Glass

1500
2000
4000

50,000
67,000
100,000

50
50
60

Drawing paper
Sand paper 120 SIA
Drawing paper

20 – 23
28.5
26

29
33.5
28

a

All bed friction angles are affected by an uncertainty of about 2°.

slope. Having reached an understanding of the effects of the
parameters, we have then tried to validate the DEM method
against well-controlled laboratory experiments for which
input parameters are given.

4. Validation of DEM With Laboratory
Experiments
4.1. Experiment Description
[18] We simulated three laboratory experiments carried
out by Savage and Hutter [1991] and Hutter et al. [1995] on
the motion of several cohesionless granular materials. The
channelized experiments were performed with a 10 cm wide
chute consisting of three portions: a straight plane with an
inclination a from 50° to 60°, a curved part and a horizontal
plane. The sidewalls consisted of smooth material in order
to keep the flow as two dimensional as possible. The
granular mass M was placed at the top of the chute and
was released by opening a shutter. The moving granular
mass was photographed seven times per second. These
experiments were chosen for DEM validation because of
the considerable effort dedicated to the measurement of the
rheological parameters of the lining and of the particles,
which will be used as input parameters in the modeling. As
the granular flow is channelized, 2-D DEM can be applied
for modeling the flow, neglecting the effect of the sidewalls.
The three physical experiments chosen (labeled 87, 97, and
117, as in the original papers) used two materials, nearly
spherical glass beads and lens-like-shaped plastic particles
(called vestolen), with different volumes and bed linings
(drawing paper and sandpaper). Table 3 shows all the
experimental setup characteristics given by Hutter et al.
[1995]. Savage and Hutter [1991] and Hutter and Koch
[1991] made several attempts to measure the bed friction
and internal friction angles, using different techniques. Bed
friction angles were determined on portions of drawing
paper and sandpaper after the tests had been completed
and it is likely that the successive experiments gradually
wore down the lining. Hence, the given values of bed
friction angle are probably lower than those existing during
the experiments [Savage and Hutter, 1991]. Moreover, an
uncertainty of about 2° was found in the mean bed friction

angle values [Hutter et al., 1995]. The internal friction angle
8m was correlated by the same authors to the angle of repose
8 of a wedge-type pile made of the granular material
deposited on a horizontal plane covered with drawing paper
or sand paper. The angles of repose were accurate to at most
±(2– 4) ° owing to the effect of scoring and measurement
inaccuracy [Hutter et al., 1995]. Fortunately, previous
results [Hutter and Koch, 1991; Savage and Hutter, 1991;
Hutter et al., 1995] and our modeling tests have shown that
the mass propagation is not very sensitive to the internal
friction angle variations. The properties of the two materials
(vestolen particles and glass beads), as well as the measured
restitution coefficients between the particles and the lining,
are given in Table 4.
4.2. Numerical Setup
[19] We simulated the three experiments using 1839 to
4042 particles, with a circular shape (glass beads) or with a
2-D clump shape and an aspect ratio d/R = 1.2 (vestolen
particles). Considering the channel width (10 cm) and the
nominal diameters for the vestolen (4 mm) and glass beads
(3 mm), the number of 2-D particles approximately coincides with those of the 3-D physical experiment particles
existing along a section through the middle of the channel
(50,000 divided by 25 for experiment 87 and 100,000
divided by 33 for experiment 117). The aspect ratio of 1.2
was chosen to fit with the lens shape of the vestolen
particles. For the contact between particles and the lining,
we directly took the mean restitution coefficient values
determined by Hutter and Koch [1991] and given in
Table 4. Even if these were obtained from rebound measurements on 3-D particles, they were used directly in 2-D
numerical modeling, as their values only depend on
approaching and rebound velocities. Two-dimensional porosity values were taken in the same range as those given in
Table 4. Tests have however shown that the influence of
initial porosity on the granular flow is not significant. For
experiments 97 and 117, bed friction angle values were
directly extracted from Table 3. For experiment 87, the bed
friction angle uncertainty is higher (20 – 23° ± 2°) and we
took the value d = 19° which gave the best fit in the possible
range, and in agreement with additional values (20° ± 1.5°)
measured for unworn drawing paper by Hutter et al. [1995].

Table 4. Material Properties From Savage and Hutter [1991], Hutter and Koch [1991], and Hutter et al. [1995]a
Material

Shape

Size

Vestolen

Lens-type

Diameter 4 mm;
Height 2.5 mm
3 mm diameter

Glass
a

Spherical beads

Restitution coefficients were obtained using Re =

p

Particle
Density

Bulk
Density

Porosity
(%)

950 kg/m3

540 kg/m3

42

2860 kg/m3

1730 kg/m3

35

Restitution Coefficient Re
Drawing paper, 0.61 ± 0.04;
Sand paper, 0.54 ± 0.06
Drawing paper, 0.48 ± 0.03;
Sand paper, 0.67 ± 0.05

(h1/h0) where h0 and h1 are the heights of fall and bounce, respectively.
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Table 5. Bed and Microscopic Friction Values Taken for
Numerical Modeling

Experiment Material
87
97
117

Vestolen

Number and
Type of
Particles

1839; Clumps
with d/R = 1.2
Vestolen
2740; Clumps
with d/R = 1.2
Glass 4042; Circular discs

Microscopic
Bed Friction Friction Angle
Angle d (deg)
8m (deg)
19

28.5

28.5

28.5

26

26

The microscopic friction angle 8m was set indirectly. Numerical simulations were performed to reproduce the angle
of repose of a pile of the granular material sited on a
horizontal plane covered with fixed particles (bed friction
angle equivalent to the macroscopic internal friction angle).
This layout was chosen in order to obtain a value of 8m
independent of the lining and characterizing the material. We
found 8m = 28.5° and 26° for the vestolen particles and the
glass beads, to obtain angles of repose of 33.5° and 28°,
respectively. The main parameters considered in the numerical modeling are summarized in Table 5.
[20] In the numerical modeling, the initial profile shape of
the granular material was triangular (Figure 9, T0 = 0 s) in
order to control the particle disposal set up easily and to
reach the correct bulk density and volume values. As shown
by Savage and Hutter [1991], the avalanche development is
not too sensitive to the initial profile shape.
4.3. Numerical Results and Comparison
[21] In experiment 87, 1.5 kg of vestolen particles was
released from rest down an incline (50°) covered with
drawing paper. Snapshots of the experiment showed that
the propagation lasted 1.44 s before the mass came to rest
(Figure 9). This experiment was simulated numerically
using 1839 clumps with d/R = 1.2. Figure 9 compares the
experimental and modeled snapshots at 11 propagation
times. Although initial profile shapes are slightly different,
the mass propagates down the slope with time in the same
way, reaching the horizontal plane after about 0.6 s. At rest,

Figure 10. Experimental measurements and computed
predictions of leading and trailing edges of experiment 87.
E.F., experimental front; N.F., numerical front; E.R.,
experimental rear; N.R., numerical rear.

the modeled and observed deposits exhibit the same length
and asymmetric shape with a higher rear slope. Comparison
of leading and trailing edge positions (Figure 10) shows that
the simulated and experimental front ends travel similarly
during the first two thirds of the experiment. However, the
experimental front goes further but decelerates quicker than
the simulated one. On the contrary, the simulated rear end
propagates slightly quicker than the experimental one before abruptly decelerating and reaching a final nearer
position. It must be noticed that the biggest discrepancies
are observed for the front end at the end of the experiment
when experimental error bars are higher. Considering all
uncertainties on both data and input parameters, the
agreement between experimental results and numerical

Figure 9. Comparison between snapshots of experiment 87 (gray) [Savage and Hutter, 1991] and of
DEM simulations (orange) at 11 travel times. Common parts are in blue.
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Figure 11. Comparison between snapshots of experiment 97 (gray) [Hutter et al., 1995] and of DEM
simulations (orange) at four travel times. Common parts are in blue.
simulations is very good. Air resistance could have affected
these lightweight particles but a simple calculus shows that
the air resistance force acting on the flow front is less than
0.1% of the gravity driven force. This negligible effect of the
air resistance is corroborated by the work of Lube et al.
[2004], who experimentally explored the effect of grain
density on granular slumping.
[22] In the second experiment (97), a 2 kg mass of about
67,000 vestolen particles moved down a chute with an
inclination angle of 50° over a surface coated with sand
paper. The 2-D simulation was made with 2740 clumped
particles with an aspect ratio d/R = 1.2. Figure 11 compares
the experimental and simulated snapshots at 4 different
times. Comparing with experiment 87, the runout of the
mass and the deposit length are shorter, and the deposit
shape is strongly asymmetrical, owing to the higher bed
friction angle (28.5° instead of 19°). All these features in the
simulation results are remarkably consistent with the experimental ones. A striking feature appearing on both sets of
snapshots and mentioned by Hutter et al. [1995] is the

substantial ejection of particles affecting the immediate
front and a considerable part of the tail, resulting from the
higher basal friction. The only discrepancy is the slight
delay observed between the experimental and simulated rear
ends at the end of the experiment, owing to this high particle
agitation.
[23] In experiment 117, a mass of 4 kg of glass beads
(about 100,000 round particles) was released down an
incline of 60° covered with drawing paper. Experimental
snapshots are given in Figure 12. As expected, the run out
distance and the spreading are much larger than in the two
previous experiments, owing to the particle shape and the
relatively low bed friction angle. Also, the obtained
deposit shape is more symmetrical. In this case, the initial
experimental initial profile of the granular material has a
triangular shape and is perfectly matched by the numerical
one (Figure 12, T0). From the comparison of the two sets of
snapshots it appears that the mass propagation with time,
along with the final position and shape of the deposit, is very
well simulated by the DEM method. A minor discrepancy is

Figure 12. Comparison between snapshots of experiment 117 (gray) [Hutter et al., 1995] and of DEM
simulations (orange) at five travel times. Common parts are in blue.
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visible at T1 = 0.14 s, when the mass propagation in the
physical experiment is disturbed by the rotating gate which
is not fully open. This temporary disturbance has however
little influence on the avalanche, in agreement with the
conclusions drawn by Savage and Hutter [1991].

5. Conclusions
[24] We applied the discrete element method to simulate
avalanches of monodisperse granular material. The use of
spherical (circular in 2-D) particles enhances particle rolling
and yields excess runout values. Instead of introducing a
force damping which artificially slows down the particle
velocities, we studied the mechanisms dissipating energy
through collisions between particles, and between particles
and the substratum. Considering the particle and basal
surface properties (particle shape, friction and rebound
coefficients), we first performed a parametric analysis on
a simple 2-D model. Numerical results pointed out the
prominent effect of the particle shape and the friction and
rebound coefficient of the basal surface on the flow dynamics and on the deposit geometry. The rebound coefficient
between particles could play a role when the flow is
turbulent with a large velocity gradient, while the influence
of interparticle friction is minor. In a second step, we
simulated three previous channelized laboratory experiments
using different material types, bed linings and geometries.
Introducing the layout and the mechanical characteristics
provided by the authors, we obtained a remarkable agreement between the observed and simulated deposit shapes for
the three experiments. Also, the computed mass propagation
at different times is very consistent with the experimental
snapshots. These results show that the DEM technique is
capable of handling the physical processes during channelized laboratory experiments of unigranular mass avalanches,
when the relevant input parameters are known. This contribution highlights the valuable use of the DEM technique for
understanding the mobility of granular material avalanches.
Application to real cases requires however evaluation of
input parameters (friction angles and coefficients of restitution), which is a delicate task. A way to calibrate these
parameters is to perform back analysis of well documented
events, as it was done by Pirulli and Mangeney [2008] for
the rock avalanches of Frank and Val Pola, and by Sosio et
al. [2008] for the Thurwieser rock avalanche, using a
continuum mechanics approach. For determining the restitution coefficient Re, an alternative way would be to install
fast camera images in rockfall prone areas to measure the
block velocities before and after the impacts. For real case
applications, poly disperse materials should also be introduced in DEM simulations. So far, the maximum diameter
ratio d1/d2 considered in DEM for bidisperse material is
between five [Cleary and Campbell, 1993] and eight
[Linares-Guerrero et al., 2007; Rognon et al., 2007]. These
values are 4 orders of magnitude lower than those encountered for real rock avalanche deposits, like the Val Pola one
in which the particle size ranges from fine sand to boulder
[Crosta et al., 2007]. Handling particles with such a wide
size range could be possible in the future by coupling
DEM and SPH (Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics), with
DEM representing the coarse particles and SPH modeling
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the fine material as a non-Newtonian fluid [Cleary and
Prakash, 2004].

Notation
CR coefficient of rebound, based on the height of
bounce (CR = h1/h0), dimensionless.
CRd coefficient of rebound between two particles,
dimensionless.
CRs coefficient of rebound between the substratum and a
particle, dimensionless.
d distance between the centers of two discs of one
particle, m.
F Fahrböschung, °.
Fk component k of the whole contact forces acting on a
particle, N.
Fn normal contact force between two particles N.
Fs tangential contact force between two particles, N.
G travel angle of the granular assembly, °.
Gf final position of the center of mass of the granular
assembly, m.
Gi initial position of the center of mass of the granular
assembly, m.
H fall height of the granular assembly, m.
h0 height of fall of one particle, m.
h1 height of bounce of one particle, m.
Kn normal stiffness of the contact between two
particles, N/m.
kni normal stiffness for particle i, N/m.
kns normal stiffness for the substratum, N/m.
Ks shear stiffness of contact between two particles, N/m.
ksi shear stiffness for particle i, N/m.
kss shear stiffness for the substratum, N/m.
L runout horizontal distance of the granular assembly, m.
Lf final basal length of the granular assembly, m.
Li initial basal length of the granular assembly, m.
M mass of the granular assembly, kg.
m mass of one particle, kg.
Nc number of particles of the granular assembly,
dimensionless.
Nd number of particles used for the definition of the
flowing parameters, dimensionless.
Rc curvature radius of the circular section at the base of
the inclined plane, m.
Re restitution coefficient based on the velocities (Re =
Vf/Vi).
Ri radius of disc i of one particle, m.
Rs shear strength limit of contact, N.
Rt tensile strength limit of contact, N.
Sf shape factor of one particle, dimensionless.
T travel time of the granular assembly, m.
Tf final thickness of the granular assembly, m.
Ti initial thickness of the granular assembly, m.
ts time at which the flowing parameters have been
determined, s.
Un normal overlap between two particles, m.
Ut tangential relative displacement between two particles, m.
Vf normal particle velocities after rebound, m/s.
Vi normal particle velocities before rebound, m/s.
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Vk component k of the velocity of one particle, m/s.
Vm mean velocity of the particles, m/s.
Xfront front position of the deposit, m.
Xrear rear position of the deposit, m.
a slope angle of the inclined plane, °.
b basal angle of the initial trapezoidal box, °.
d microscopic friction angle of the substratum, °.
z coordination number, dimensionless.
8 angle of repose of a wedge-type pile made of
granular material, °.
8m microscopic friction angle of contact, °.
8mi microscopic friction angle of particle i, °.
g k component k of acceleration of one particle, m/s2.
s standard deviation of the particle distribution around
the center of mass, m.
c force damping coefficient, dimensionless.
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